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Chapter -3 Leaves around us

Leaves are one of the most important parts of a plant. They produce food, so they are called food 
factories. A leaf is a flat structure growing from the stem or branch of a plant. Its main function is to 
make food for the plant by a process called as photosynthesis.

 Parts of a leaf.

The broad part of a leaf is called leaf blade. The main vein and side vein carry food and water in a 
leaf.

Leave have stomata on their underside.  Stomata are small pores that help the plants to breathe. 
These stomata take in carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. The leaf stalk or petiole is the part that 
attaches the leaf to the stem.    

                          (parts of a leaf)

 Types of leaves

Leaves can be simple or compound. A simple leaf has a single leaf blade. A compound leaf has 
several leaflets. 

https://youtu.be/GYp-njLDqNw
https://youtu.be/UHDl49Pr8M8
https://youtu.be/dhpvSGLBEPE


 Different kinds of leaves
1) Colour- most leaves are green in colour due to presence of pigment called chlorophyll, which 

help plants to make food using water, air and sunlight. He leaves of some plants like croton, 
caladium and coleus are red, orange, yellow and purple in colour.

2) Size and shape – some leaves are big like papaya and lotus leaves and some are small like 
neem and tamarind leaves. Banana leaves are broad and long, lotus and water lily leaves are 
big and round, peepal leaves are heart- shaped. There are some leaves which are hand 
shaped (maple leaf), some are needle-shaped (pine leaf)

3) Special leaves- In desert plants like cactus, leaves are reduces to spine to conserve water. 
The green stem which contains chlorophyll prepared food. The aloe vera plant also stores 
water in its leaves, hence they are thick.

4) Smell and texture- some leaves such as coriander, mint, curry leaves have a distinct smell. 
This helps us to identify them. The leaves of basil and neem are soft, sunflower and rose 
plant have a rough texture and those of the rubber plant have thick texture.

EXERCISE WORK

Q-1 Why leaves are called food factories?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Q-2 What is the main function of leaves?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________



Q-3 What is leaf blade?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Q-4 How leaves are different from each other?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Q-5 Fill in the blanks

1. ________ and _______ carry food and water in a leaf.
2. Leaves have ________ on their underside.
3. ______ is the part that attaches the leaf to the stem.
4. _______, ________ and _______leaves have distinct smell.
5. _______ has a single leaf blade.
6. _______ has several leaflets.
7. The leaves of some plants _______, _______ and _______ are red, orange, yellow and 

purple in colour.


